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Historical Note
American radio broadcasting organization operating Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty.
Scope and Content of Collection
The complexity of this collection for the researcher as well as the archivist is manifold. The most salient fact characterizing
the RFE/RL materials is their sheer volume, which necessitated their breakdown into two collections: the corporate records,
consisting of the organizational and administrative documentation of RFE/RL (including its supervisory, subordinate, and
affiliate organizations), and the broadcast archive, consisting of sound recordings of broadcasts, scripts, and associated
documentation.
Each of these units therefore has its own register, in turn broken down into series. This register describes the corporate
records only.
The corporate records arrived at the Hoover Institution from two sources: the Washington, DC office and the Prague
headquarters. With the exception of the Public Affairs photographs, which were essentially similar and complementary
material with no outward differentiation, the materials from these two sources were not mixed, and therefore peculiarities
of file structure and organization were retained in both cases. The Washington, DC records comprised files from various
sources: the President’s Office, particularly for the early years through the 1980s; the New York Programming Center,
including its predecessor; the original headquarters of RFE and RL; the Board for International Broadcasting; transmitter
stations, etc.
Aside from the ALPHABETICAL FILE, which ceased to be used after 1988, the Washington records contained other
documentation filed on the basis of origin or function: files of individual employees, organized as series under their names,
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files of units and organizations, e.g. ENGINEERING (including records of International Broadcasting Systems, transmitter
sites, and other technical matters). Other Washington office records have been organized into individual series. The RFE/RL,
INC. series contains a subject file for matter originating after 1988 and other papers which would probably have been
retained in the ALPHABETICAL FILE had the latter’s use been continued and expanded. Certain earlier materials, kept on
hand for reference use, such as chronological files of correspondence, contracts, leases, legal and other documentation, fell
into the FREE EUROPE series rather than the ALPHABETICAL FILE, although the close interplay between these series should
be kept in mind by the researcher.
The central existing series within the Washington, DC materials was the ALPHABETICAL FILE. This series contained
documentation from the beginning of the Radios’ history to 1988, when the series was discontinued. The files were
organized strictly alphabetically, sometimes with a hierarchical structure (for example, subsets of files within generic "RFE"
and "FEC" headings), and sometimes with arcane designations. This series has been left in original order with some minor
changes to bring the headings into conformity with standard archival practices and Library of Congress subject
classifications. Thus, files with various headings found under the letter "C" as part of an implied "Congress" heading have
been arranged under "U.S. Government. Congress."
The ALPHABETICAL FILE contains the earliest materials on RFE/RL history, beginning with documentation on the
establishment, structure, and activities of the National Committee for a Free Europe (later the Free Europe Committee, or
FEC) and the American Committee for Freedom for the Peoples of the USSR, Inc. (later the American Committee for
Liberation from Bolshevism, or AMCOMLIB, and thereafter Radio Liberty Committee). The records themselves, arranged
under headings relating to individuals, organizations, and subjects, include both materials about people, places, and
events, as well as correspondence with individuals and organizations on a variety of issues. Particular attention should be
drawn to the fact that guidances and policy materials, which are represented compactly but incompletely in the OFFICE OF
POLICY DIRECTOR and MICROFICHE series, are also present in the ALPHABETICAL FILE under relevant subject headings
(e.g., Czech crisis, or Romania), Free Europe Committee, Inc.--Policy, Radio Free Europe--Desks, Radio Free
Europe--Guidances, Radio Free Europe--Policy matters, and elsewhere.
A further note must be made with regard to organizations, departments, and units which changed names during the period
covered by this collection. In keeping with standard archival practice, descriptors are based on the last name in use, e.g.
European Advisory Committee, rather than Western European Advisory Committee, or Free Europe, rather than National
Committee for a Free Europe, or RFE/RL Fund, rather than Crusade for Freedom. However, in cases where a name change
was accompanied by a substantial change in authority, competency, goals, and resources, both names may be found in the
register, indicating that these were substantially different organizations or units. This inevitably leads to some overlap in
distribution of material. Thus, for example, the Czechoslovak Broadcasting Department was broken up into the Czech
Broadcasting Department and Slovak Language Service on 3 January 1993, yet because many of the original files did not
end or begin on that exact date, information on any of the three units named above for, e.g. 1992 or 1994, may be found
under another of the relevant headings. Similarly, though the Baltic services are better known as RFE units, they were
originally under Radio Liberty, and therefore information about them may be found under both headings.
In searching the PUBLIC AFFAIRS PHOTOGRAPHIC FILE for photographs of specific individuals, it is necessary to know that
employees might be listed under various sections: they might be found directly in the "Employees" section in alphabetical
order, or they might be found listed under the department in which they worked. In all events, the "General" folders should
be checked because far from all photographs had names attached or written on the back. It is also worth restating the
obvious, that the terms "includes" and "depicted" do not mean "limited to." While an effort has been made to list all
identifiable personalities in a photograph where appropriate, in some cases this proved unmanageable, such as in mass
group photographs, or when identifications were unavailable, unreliable, or submitted post factum. If there is a good head
shot of a person in one section, he or she will not necessarily be listed by name in other sections, such as when appearing
in a group. In most cases, group photos, or even of two people, were put under the "general" category closest or most
appropriate to the essence of the subject area, unless it was obvious that one of the figures depicted was the central
subject of the photograph (for example, in the case of visitors, where it was clear that one visitor was the central figure and
others depicted were either employees or camp followers, the photograph was entered under the visitor’s name, rather
than as a group). In this case an effort was made to list the other identifiable people in the photo as well, especially if there
are no other equally good or better photographs of them available elsewhere in the collection. This is particularly the case
for interviews with celebrities or visitors, where the visitor’s (or group’s) name is the main entry, and the interviewer may
or may not be listed. This purely subjective system was put into practice to avoid listing people whose only visible body
part was the back of their head. Similarly, depictions of sporting events, awards ceremonies, and other staff activities may
be found either under the name of the person receiving the award, or in a "general" category if there is a group involved.
As a general rule, one or more members of management were present at such awards ceremonies and other events, but
are not always listed, as good direct photos of them are easily found under their own names.
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Negatives were kept together with corresponding prints because they were originally provided in this fashion. Where they
were kept separate, especially where strips of negatives depicted numerous and various subjects, the negatives can
usually be found in the closest "general" folder, or in other folders if, for example, the corresponding print in question was
originally part of a series located in one of the series folders. It should not be assumed that each print has a corresponding
negative.
Another peculiarity of this series is that it contains some associated non-photographic documents: biographical notes,
captions, clippings, correspondence, transcripts of broadcasts, and other materials directly associated with the
photographs.
In searching by name, several points should be kept in mind: where provided (and unless dictated otherwise by the Library
of Congress), full names (Eugene, rather than Gene) have been used, including initials where indicated. Absolute
uniformity, however, proved impossible to achieve, in some cases due to misspellings or conflicting spellings, different
methods of indicating or ignoring diacritics, or transliteration according to various systems (English, German, pidgin).
Unless a specific latinized form of a name is used throughout, we have used either the prevalent form found in the
documents, or, if no such form is indicated, we have used the Library of Congress system of transliteration. Name searches,
therefore, should be conducted with a view to possible variations in spelling.
Not all the photographs in the RFE/RL records belonged to the Public Affairs department. For this reason, there is a separate
PHOTOGRAPHS file. Oversize photographs have been delegated to the OVERSIZE FILE--Public affairs photographic file. The
guidelines expressed above for the PUBLIC AFFAIRS PHOTOGRAPHIC FILE apply in all cases. In addition, there is a card
index of former RFE employees in the CARD FILE. This index is incomplete, but it contains passport-size photos for a large
number of individuals affixed to cards indicating name, date of hire, and date of death, resignation, or other form of
termination.
While the OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT contains materials dating as far back as 1951, the bulk of this series dates from the
mid-1980s through the very early 1990s, primarily the tenures of E. Eugene Pell and A. Ross Johnson. The files of the
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT are also concentrated in this period, though they too contain some earlier
documentation. Both series are rich in materials relating to preparations for the Radios’ move to Prague from Munich.
The OFFICE OF THE POLICY DIRECTOR contains various types of guidances and policy memoranda and notes. Additional
guidances and policy documents may be found in the ALPHABETICAL FILE (see description above) and on MICROFICHE.
Guidances for Hungary during the years 1955-1956 are also located in the RFE/RL Broadcast Archive (a separate collection)
under HUNGARIAN BROADCAST DEPARTMENT.
The extensive audience research records have been organized into three primary series: AUDIENCE RESEARCH REPORTS
contain the topline reports produced by the audience research arms of both RFE and RL (and the combined RFE/RL Media
and Opinion Research Department, as well as the later spin-off Intermedia, Inc.). AUDIENCE RESEARCH OFFICE FILES
consist primarily of correspondence, memoranda, collected materials, and other files accumulated by the audience
research departments in the course of their duties. The AUDIENCE RESEARCH SURVEYS series contains the voluminous raw
data of the various surveys conducted on émigrés, travelers, and others providing information on listening patterns in the
USSR and Eastern Bloc countries, as well as other information that the surveys attempted to adduce. In addition, an
AUDIENCE RESEARCH INCREMENT contains additional materials relating to all three of the above series acquired at a later
time.
A large quantity of material received from the Washington, DC, office of RFE/RL, Inc. in the late 1990s-early 2000s was
originally labelled "Washington Office" for the sake of simplicity. This designation may be found in early versions of this
finding aid or in citations referring to this body of material. In the course of processing, however, this body of material was
broken down into series based on organizational structure. Thus emerged series referred to as FREE EUROPE, INC., RFE/RL,
INC., RFE/RL FUND, BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING, etc.
The BROADCASTING BOARD OF GOVERNORS (BBG) series consists of materials related to the oversight of Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty broadcasting activities. This includes annual reports from 1996 and 1998 and a meeting in 1997. The
Broadcasting Board of Governors series was originally part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials
deriving from the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING (BIB) series consists of materials related to the management of RFE and
RL. Though the Board for International Broadcasting act was passed in 1973, the series’ earliest materials are from 1974,
and the bulk of the series ranges from the late 1970s into the 1980s. The largest portion of the series is Meetings, which
are described to include any attachment materials to be discussed by committee members. Dealings with the U.S.
Congress can be found in this section as well as the United States Government file. The Board for International
Broadcasting series was originally part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials deriving from the
Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
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The FREE EUROPE, INC. (founded in 1949 as the National Committee for a Free Europe and later named the Free Europe
Committee) series consists of papers related to the organization’s oversight of Radio Free Europe, with the vast majority of
the materials’ dealings taking place before the 1975 merging of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty. Two of the larger
portions, Policy and Reports, are representative of much of the organization’s work, and other such materials are found
elsewhere in the President’s Office and Radio Free Europe (RFE) files. THE FREE EUROPE, INC. series originally derived from
the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC. (IBS, Inc.) series consists mainly of materials related to the planning and
construction of the Israel Radio Relay Station, a transmitter to be located outside Tel Aviv, which was ultimately never built.
The largest portion of the collection is the Israel Radio Relay Station subseries, which consists of the evolution of plans put
together by IBS personnel and various consultation firms. Being of a more technical nature, this subseries was originally
housed in the Engineering file. The rest of the series materials are concerned mainly with other aspects of the planning of
the transmitters, such as dealings with the Israeli government and environmental organizations, personnel, and materials
related to legal concerns and settlements with contractors. The International Broadcast Systems, Inc. series was originally
part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials deriving from the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The PHOTOGRAPHS series includes photographs found among the materials of the various subseries which once constituted
the Washington Office file. Subjects have been identified where possible, but are otherwise listed as "unidentified." The
Photographs series was originally part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials deriving from the
Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The RFE/RL FUND, INC. (until 1960 known as the Crusade for Freedom) series is divided into three main parts, the first
being the records of the Board of Directors. This section consists primarily of meeting materials, correspondence between
members, and biographical information on members and other personnel involved with Fund dealings. The second major
portion, Fundraising, has to do with contributions and fundraising, and this includes correspondence with contributing
foundations and individuals, proposals and ideas for publicity, and materials related to fundraising procedures. The Projects
portion has to do with various projects the RFE/RL Fund oversaw and for which it solicited funds. This includes descriptions
and planning of various fellowships and internships, as well as information on the work of their recipients. Additionally, the
series contains promotional materials, letters from presidents and other prominent individuals sent for the purpose of being
used in a promotional manner, and speeches and reports created by Fund board members and personnel. The RFE/RL
Fund, Inc. series was originally part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials deriving from the
Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The RFE/RL, INC. series consists chiefly of materials created after the merging of the radios in 1975. Note that dealings with
Congress and other branches of the U.S. Government can be found in the United States Government series. The RFE/RL,
Inc. series spans the years 1975 to 1994, with the bulk of the materials having been created in the 1970s. The largest
portions of the series are concerned with activities of board members and RFE/RL staff. Note that these two groups are
described separately (Board of Directors and Personnel respectively). Additional activities carried out by personnel can be
found in the Articles and Speeches and Writings subseries. The RFE/RL, Inc. series was originally part of the Washington
Office file, which contained all materials deriving from the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The RADIO LIBERTY series (known as Radio Liberation until 1959) consists primarily of materials dated before the merger of
Radio Liberty with Radio Free Europe in 1975. Materials created by and related to the American Committee for Liberation
from Bolshevism (AMCOMLIB), the organization responsible for Radio Liberty, can be found both in the Meetings and
Reports subseries. The Radio Liberty series was originally part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials
deriving from the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT series consists of materials related to relations and dealings not only with branch
entities, but with government-funded or led organizations (i.e. Voice of America). Congress is the series’ largest section,
with the bulk of the material coming from the early 1970s. There is a good deal of material on the establishment of the
Board for International Broadcasting and its activities through the 1980s. Records of hearings published by Congress and
other official materials that can be found elsewhere have been maintained throughout the series for convenience of access.
The United States Government series was originally part of the Washington Office file, which contained all materials
deriving from the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
The WEST EUROPEAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (WEAC) series represents the inclusion of Western Europeans at the advisory
level of the Free Europe, Inc. and Radio Free Europe affairs. Almost all of the WEAC documents were created in the
pre-merger period. Both the correspondence and meetings subseries include materials related to delegations with the
Senate starting in 1971, and reactions on the part of the committee and radio personnel to the congressional push to
establish funding for the radios from European countries. Also included is a Membership file subseries containing
information on WEAC personnel. The West European Advisory Committee series was originally part of the Washington
Office file, which contained all materials deriving from the Washington, DC office of RFE/RL, Inc.
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The MICROPRINT series consists of both microfiche and microfilm documentation, much of which is original documentation,
which is to say that the original paper documents no longer exist, having been purged following their microfilming by RFE.
The RFE/RL MOVING IMAGE MATERIALS series consist of motion picture film and various videotape formats that pertain to
Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty from various parts of the world, especially Europe. The content exists in several
different languages and pertains to news coverage, press conferences, documentaries, and publicity relating to Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty. Titles are taken directly from the labels.
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Appendix I: Known Pseudonyms
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Subjects and Indexing Terms
Radio Free Europe.
Radio Liberty.
Radio broadcasting--Europe, Eastern.
Radio broadcasting--Soviet Union.

Boxes 1-74

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE FILE 1950-1995
Scope and Contents note
Addresses and telephone numbers, advertisements, agreements, award file, buildings file,
by-laws, code, clippings, correspondence, daily broadcast analysis file, engineering file, fact
sheets, financial documents, guest books, history file, indexes, legal appraisal, lists, logos
and logotypes, manuals, memoranda, minutes of meetings, mission statement,
organizational charts, pension plan file, personnel file, press releases, profile file,
publications (in-house), reports, schedules, speeches, and subject file, arranged
alphabetically by physical form.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE FILE

Boxes 75-140

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PHOTOGRAPHIC FILE 1945-1996
Scope and Contents note
Prints and negatives depicting people and events associated with RFE/RL, Inc. and the
history of the Cold War, arranged by subject.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the PUBLIC AFFAIRS PHOTOGRAPHIC FILE

Boxes 141-365

ALPHABETICAL FILE 1948-1988
Scope and Contents note
Materials from the Washington, D.C. office of RFE/RL, arranged in alphabetical order under
original headings.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the ALPHABETICAL FILE

Boxes 366-412

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT FILE 1951-1995
Scope and Contents note
Clippings, correspondence, memoranda, notes, printed matter, reports, schedules.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT FILE

Boxes 413-433

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT FILE 1958-1994
Scope and Contents note
Agreements, broadcast analysis reports, by-laws, cables, clippings, contracts,
correspondence, financial records, inter-office communications, litigation records,
memoranda, personnel records, policy guidelines, professional codes, reports, schedules,
scripts, and travel records, arranged alphabetically by original heading.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT FILE

Boxes 434-437

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF MANAGEMENT FILE 1989-1994
Scope and Contents note
Briefing books, contracts, correspondence, financial documents, memoranda, and reports,
arranged alphabetically by original heading.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF MANAGEMENT FILE
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OFFICE OF THE POLICY DIRECTOR FILE 1950-1972

Boxes 437-444

OFFICE OF THE POLICY DIRECTOR FILE 1950-1972
Scope and Contents note
Daily guidance summaries, guidance notes, guidances, policy guidance memoranda, policy
notes, and special guidances, arranged alphabetically by physical form and chronologically
thereunder.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the OFFICE OF THE POLICY DIRECTOR FILE

Boxes 445-468

PROGRAM EVALUATION FILE 1979-1994
Scope and Contents note
BIB-commissioned evaluations of programming and program reviews, arranged
alphabetically by broadcast department and language service.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the PROGRAM EVALUATION FILE

Boxes 469-570

AUDIENCE RESEARCH REPORTS 1954-1996
Scope and Contents note
Analytic memos, assessment memoranda, research memoranda, reports, and summaries,
arranged by organizational hierarchy (EEAOR, MOR and SAAOR), alphabetically by physical
form, and numerically and chronologically thereunder.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the AUDIENCE RESEARCH REPORTS

Boxes 571-654

AUDIENCE RESEARCH OFFICE FILE 1958-1990, 2005
Scope and Contents note
Arranged by organizational hierarchy (EEAOR, MOR and SAAOR), alphabetically by physical
form, and numerically and chronologically thereunder.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the AUDIENCE RESEARCH OFFICE FILE

Boxes 2000-2014,
Boxes 655-1655

AUDIENCE RESEARCH SURVEYS 1945-2001
Scope and Contents note
Data related to audience research, polls and questionnaires, audience mail, reports, and
statistics, organized by issuing individual or organization and chronologically thereunder.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the AUDIENCE RESEARCH SURVEYS

Boxes 1655-1887

HISTORICAL FILE 1949-1995
Scope and Contents note
Artificial series created by RFE/RL staff in 1995 for proposed history of the organization.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the HISTORICAL FILE

Boxes 2855-2885,
Boxes 2015-2168

RESEARCH FILE 1966-1993
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RESEARCH FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2169-2206

RALPH WALTER FILE 1951-1993
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RALPH WALTER FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.
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WILLIAM ROBINSON FILE 1964-1994

Boxes 2169-2206

WILLIAM ROBINSON FILE 1964-1994
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the WILLIAM ROBINSON FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 1918-1999,
Boxes 2246-2252

RADIO FREE EUROPE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE FILE 1974-1994
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RADIO FREE EUROPE DIRECTOR'S OFFICE FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2353-2359

RADIO FREE EUROPE DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S OFFICE FILE 1976-1996
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RADIO FREE EUROPE DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S OFFICE FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2360-2426

RADIO LIBERTY DIRECTOR'S OFFICE FILE 1965-1995
Scope and Contents note
The documents in this series relate primarily to S. Enders Wimbush’s and Kevin Klose’s
tenures as RL Director. Most files consist solely of correspondence and memoranda. Other
significant document types are mentioned when present. In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RADIO LIBERTY DIRECTOR'S OFFICE FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2207-2225

CONTROLLERS OFFICE FILE
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the CONTROLLERS OFFICE FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2717-2854

RFE/RL, INC. FILE 1950-2006
Scope and Contents note
Contains materials related to the corporate, legislative, financial, and administrative
activities of RFE/RL, Inc. conducted by the Washington, DC office staff, primarily created
after the merging of Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, and the Free Europe Committee.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RFE/RL, INC. FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.
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FREE EUROPE, INC. FILE 1949-1977

Boxes 2466-2570

FREE EUROPE, INC. FILE 1949-1977
Scope and Contents note
Contains materials related to the corporate, legislative, financial, and administrative
activities of Free Europe, Inc. conducted by the Washington, DC office staff, primarily
created prior to the merging of Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, and the Free Europe
Committee.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the FREE EUROPE, INC. FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2290-2323

RADIO LIBERTY, INC. FILE 1951-1977
Scope and Contents note
Contains materials related to the corporate, legislative, financial, and administrative
activities of Radio Liberty, Inc. conducted by the Washington, DC office staff, primarily
created after the merging of Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty, and the Free Europe
Committee.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RADIO LIBERTY, INC. FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Box 2267

BROADCASTING BOARD OF GOVERNORS FILE 1996-1998
Scope and Contents note
The Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) series consists of materials related to the
oversight of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty broadcasting activities. This includes annual
reports from 1996 and 1998 and a meeting in 1997.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the BROADCASTING BOARD OF GOVERNORS FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Box 3182, Boxes
2253-2266

BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING FILE 1973-1997
Scope and Contents note
Contains materials related to the Board for International Broadcasting's oversight of RFE/RL,
Inc. activities.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2427-2465

RFE/RL FUND, INC. FILE 1950-1994
Scope and Contents note
Contains materials related to fundraising programs, policy, and planning on the part of the
Board of Directors and RFE/RL, Inc. staff.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RFE/RL FUND, INC. FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.
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WEST EUROPEAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE FILE 1957-1993

Boxes 2268-2289

WEST EUROPEAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE FILE 1957-1993
Scope and Contents note
Consists of documents related to the activities carried out by West European Advisory
Committee (WEAC) members, with the bulk of the series consisting of correspondence and
meeting materials.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the WEST EUROPEAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2324-2352

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT FILE 1959-1994
Scope and Contents note
Consists of materials related to legislation, correspondence with congressmen and other
government officials, and congressional records concerning the funding and policies of RFE,
RL and RFE/RL, Inc.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 3578-3583

RFE/RL RESEARCH INSTITUTE FILE 1988-1994
Scope and Contents note
Consists of materials concerning the administration, policies, and public relations of the
RFE/RL Research Institute, as well, as background research documents.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the RFE/RL RESEARCH INSTITUTE FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2571-2716

INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC. FILE 1986-1996
Scope and Contents note
Consists of materials related to the Israel Radio Relay station, including contract
negotiations, planning, technical specifications, and litigation.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC. FILE
Access
Boxes on shelf.

Boxes 2886-3049

MUNICH-PRAGUE LANGUAGE SERVICES FILE 1954-2004
Downloadable PDF inventory of the MUNICH-PRAGUE LANGUAGE SERVICES FILE

Boxes 3575-3577

PHOTOGRAPHS
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the PHOTOGRAPHS

Boxes 3192-3391

OVERSIZE FILE 1950s-1980s
Scope and Contents note
Albums, computer printouts, photographs, scrapbooks, and other materials, arranged by
series provenance and thereunder by subject. In process.

Boxes 3160-3181

MICROPRINT FILE (MICROFICHE and MICROFILM) 1950-1995
Scope and Contents note
In process.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the MICROPRINT FILE (MICROFICHE and MICROFILM)
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MOVING IMAGE MATERIALS 1950-2005

Boxes 3053-3102

MOVING IMAGE MATERIALS 1950-2005
Access
All original film reels are closed to researchers for preservation purposes. Use copies on VHS
tape are available.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the MOVING IMAGE MATERIALS

Boxes 3103-3159,
Boxes 3050-3052

SOUND RECORDINGS 1951Scope and Contents note
Digital Objects: Focus group recordings, interviews, religious sermons, theme
music, ethnic folk songs and classical music. Many of the folk and classical music recordings
appear on phonograph discs (78 RPM) with RFE-produced, "Crusade for Freedom"-branded
labelling. Languages include: Albanian, Bulgarian, Czech, English, Hungarian, Polish, and
Romanian.
Boxes 3103-3158 Focus group recordings, interviews, religious sermons, theme music,
ethnic folk songs and classical music, special programming, programs from the Washington
Office. The majority of the recordings appear on compact sound cassettes. Languages
include: Albanian, Bulgarian, Czech, English, Hungarian, Polish, and Romanian.
Boxes 3050-3052 10” open reel recordings of Congress Peoples Duties, 1989, from the
Russian Broadcasting Service.
Box 3159 10” open reel recordings of the Sessions of the Supreme Council of the USSR.
1989 June 9-10. Russian Broadcasting Service.
Downloadable PDF inventory of the SOUND RECORDINGS SERIES

Reading Room
workstation

PRINTED MATTER 1953-1976
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